PURUS CHANNEL 100 DRAINAGE SYSTEM

Stainless steel channel drainage in standard lengths up to 2.5m
Ideal linear drainage solution for shower areas, changing rooms and more

The Channel 100 is our most popular stainless steel channel drainage system and is
an ideal solution for shower areas, changing rooms and hotel and leisure facilities; as well as
industrial areas such as factories and breweries. It is designed for installation into concrete floors
with vinyl, tiled, resin or concrete finishes and comes in standard lengths up to 2.5m.
Many different configurations are available as standard - you have a choice of four grate types plus the Tile Insert
grate if installing into a tiled floor finish; and the outlet can be positioned in the centre or the end of the channel.
The Chess and Wave patterned stainless steel grates are ideal for bare-foot areas whilst the L15 and M125
load-bearing mesh grates are designed to suit heavy-duty industrial use. Bespoke channels in different lengths
and/or 316 grade acid-resistant stainless steel, as well as many other modifications, can also be designed and
manufactured to your requirements. Please contact us for details.

Channel 100 for Vinyl, Chess Grate, End Outlet; with a
Side 50mm outlet gully

Channel 100 for Tiles with gluing flange, Tile Insert Grate,
Central Outlet; with a Side 50mm outlet gully

The Channel 100 has been used in many projects
throughout the UK. The system is ideal for leisure and
hotel areas and has been installed in changing room
areas at the Wilton Centre Gym (pictured), Sports
Direct Fitness, Inverness Leisure Centre and
Southampton Training Ground.
The stainless steel channel drainage system has also been used
in industrial projects including Anise Catering and Airbus Beluga
Line Station.
Other projects using Purus’ Channel 100 drainage systems
include Loughborough University, Wimbledon High School
and Sports Direct Gym Stockport.
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